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Editorial
Dear readers,
You are now holding the last edition of insight.
to appear in 2012. We view this year with
mixed feelings. While the first seven months of
the year went very well, it was impossible to
miss the marked change in the economic
situation from August. We also noticed that the
deterioration in the business climate index of
the ifo Institute has been mirrored by an economic slump. The automotive industry is largely
faltering, the abolition of subsidies for solar
energy is leaving a permanent mark on this
sector, and European exports are shrinking
due to the weak economies of many countries
in Southern Europe. Industry is playing a waiting game as the forecasts for 2013 are no
cause for delight either. So what prompts us
to still take a positive view of the future?

We are certainly not short of the energy and
motivation required for another successful
business year! In view of the 75-year company
jubilee scheduled for 2013, if nothing else.
And as exhibitors at Düsseldorf’s “K 2013”,
the plastics trade fair where we are planning to
set accents, we are hoping for fresh momentum from numerous interesting sources.
Living up to the motto of Werner Köpp, our
recently deceased senior partner, “You can’t
scare me!”, we want to be able to say at the
end of next year, “We weren’t particularly worried about the financial crisis. Success consists of ups and downs. Sometimes you're up
and sometimes you’re down.” This is a quote
that was printed in an issue a year ago. You
will find an obituary to Werner Köpp on page 8
of this edition.

At our newly completed lab in the Bovenden
branch we are developing foamed rubber
compounds that cater for the requirements of
both today and tomorrow. With the relaunch of
our tried-and-tested chloroprene and natural
rubber qualities we are relying on being able to
offer our customers attractive products in the
guise of these high-grade qualities. Production
of these special qualities by our subsidiary
S.C. KOEPP ROMANIA S.R.L. in Romania lets
our customers benefit from an extraordinarily
keen pricing structure. We plan to develop
FIP(F)G technology further so we can tap into
additional market potential and ensure the loyalty of existing customers on a long-term basis.

We wish you, your family, friends, colleagues
and business partners all the best for 2013
and to quote Werner Köpp, positive ‘ups and
downs’ for the coming business year.

Bovenden

New laboratory mixer
driving forward development
Our laboratory in Bovenden is currently undergoing extensive conversion, renovation and upgrading
as the demands made today on perfect sealing are
becoming increasingly complex – and specific at the
same time. To keep pace with this, KÖPP is constantly
channelling its expertise into development as well as
investing a sizeable budget in the latest technology.
For laboratory head Dr. Andreas Peine,
the new mixer is an extremely important
acquisition: a classical internal mixer
based on the Intermix principle.

Oliver Köpp
Managing Director

Werner Köpp,

With the new lab mixer we can carry out mixing tests that will improve
our natural rubber products ‘made in Romania’ even further.
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Achim Raab
Managing Director

Dipl.-Kfm.

“This mixer gives us complete control of
the mixing process at the lab, thanks to the
variable rotor speed, ventilation of the mixing chamber and the heat build-up of the
mixture and the final result”, comments
Andreas Peine, describing the benefits of
the device. “In the past mixing was typically
carried out at the laboratory using little lab
roll mills, but the final result doesn’t then
correspond to what is produced under real
conditions. For example, you don’t get the
same end temperatures as with a full-size
mixer, something that may well falsify the result of the process”, explains Andreas Peine.

“Our new mixer allows us to simulate serial
production under true conditions. There will
of course always be differences between a
1.8 litre lab mixer and a mixer with a capacity of 110 litres. But they can be scaled
down considerably with the defined volume
and identical mixing procedure.”

We can reliably
determine the
vulcanisation rate
with rheometry
and integrated
pressure
measurement.

Investing in a new mixer is a key step for
the head of the laboratory: “This special
mixer allows us to significantly drive forward
development for all of the elastomers used
at the company and enhance the quality of
our products.” He added that this makes it
far easier to translate R&D work at the
laboratory to the production process as
final adjustments occur on a much smaller
scale. “Another benefit here is that with this
lab mixer we can attain a standard that

readily measures up against production
sites all over the world”, explains Managing
Director Oliver Köpp. “This of course also
allows us to perform R&D for our site in
Romania, which is supplying customers
with our tried-and-tested
natural rubber qualities.”
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Teflon-coated
foamed rubber moulded parts
used as sliding bearings
for sunroofs

foamed rubber seals we have developed
for applications such as vehicle lighting. The
changeover from sulphur- to peroxide-cured
seals involved adjusting the entire recipe
as well as all process parameters. This was
so successful that we have managed to
formulate a product that has already been
materials-tested and approved by the
customer”, reports Dr. Andreas Peine, head
of the laboratory in Bovenden. “As far as I
know, no other company is currently able to
manufacture foamed rubber moulded parts
without sulphur.”

Spotlight on foamed rubber
Seal: Foamed rubber products from KÖPP, be it moulded parts, profiles or round cord,
impress with their high level of compression elasticity, combined with excellent resilience. The profile shapes itself closely to all surrounding surfaces even under just light
pressure, so creating a reliable seal.
Softness: We are able to influence the softness of the foamed rubber profiles using
suitable mixes and adjusting the volume by weight (density): soft profiles for light closing
pressures, harder ones for heavy pressures.
Watertightness: All KÖPP’s foamed rubber profiles have a watertight outer skin, and
inside, a fine porous structure.

Technical properties at a glance

‘

The response from
customers to our development of peroxide-cured EPDM
foamed rubber seals has been
extremely favourable.
This proves that it pays off for
our customers to take us on
board as partners with special
expertise from the outset when
it’s a question of new
developments.”

• outstanding sealing properties (with skin)
• high compressibility
• good insulation properties
• easy to work
• mixture with high temperature and ageing resistance (EPDM)
• mixture with high flame retardance rating and high resistance to oils (CR/NBR)
• mixture with high resistance to chemicals, e. g. urea (AdBlue etc.)
• free from sulphur if required

Our mixture types
NR | natural rubber: high elasticity, good stability under cold conditions
CR | Chloroprene rubber: high flame retardance, good ozone, weather, chemical and
ageing resistance
SBR | Styrol butadiene rubber: good mechanical properties, good heat resistance
and ageing stability
NBR | Acrylnitrile butadiene rubber: good resistance to petrol,
mineral oils and greases
EPDM | Ethylene propylene diene rubber: high ageing stability,
high resistance to ozone, good resistance to heat and chemicals
FPM | Fluorine rubber: very high heat and chemical resistance,
high flame retardance, high ageing stability, highly weatherproof

Foamed rubber
Our high-performance seals
Dr. Andreas Peine,
development officer and head of the
Bovenden laboratory

Foamed rubber is after all really a sealing material that is out of date and
being superseded, isn’t it? No, KÖPP doesn’t share this view at all. As a
manufacturer we are massively driving forward further development of these
product lines. The uses to which modern foamed rubber seals can be put
are underestimated far too often – particularly when it comes to demanding
applications.
Walter Koch, works manager for foamed rubber production
at the Bovenden plant

We can offer customised solutions for
foamed rubber thanks to a wide range of
different recipes and production processes.
Whether it’s good chemical resistance or
high thermal load capacity – the outstanding
properties of foamed rubber from KÖPP
always make an appearance where many
other materials cannot deliver. For example,
foamed rubber is a good alternative to seals
made of polyurethane (FIPFG) or silicon (FIPG)
which are freely, i. e. directly applied to the
component. What counts here: we have
the right product, and the choice is yours.

The secret of foamed rubber is the
“range of variation”.
The softness, elasticity, surface finish,
shape and durability of foamed rubber
makes it unique in terms of the variety and
properties it has to offer. These qualities
ensure it is an indispensable material that
provides precision sealing and elastic
support and can act as a flexible compensating or sound insulating element, not to
mention countless other applications. One
example of the unique performance offered
by our foamed rubber products is their use
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in urea-resistant sealing solutions, e. g. as
found in the automotive industry. Here KÖPP
is at the moment probably the only foamed
rubber manufacturer who can offer a
material quality that has the resistance to
withstand the demands of this aggressive
substance.

New development:

NEW
Cable ducting,
heat-resistant moulding
made of foamed silicon

sulphur-free foamed rubber moulded parts
“We are currently delighted about the
positive response to the sulphur-free
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Merry

Season’s greetings

Environment

Christmas
We should like to wish
staff and customers a very
Happy Christmas

We thank our employees for all their efforts and
our customers for the trust they have put in us
this year. We look forward to continuing our amicable relationship and successful cooperation.
We wish you all a happy, healthy and successful
New Year.

Jubilee

Fall protection mats are designed to ensure
greater safety in children’s playgrounds
while also giving them a touch of colour.
“There’s not much left over.” Michael Decker shows production surpluses made up of punching scrap and used sheets of skin.

“At our firm recycling already starts in
the Buying department”, comments
Michael Decker, KÖPP’s environment officer
for the Aachen site. “Whether cellular rubber,
rubber or polyethylene. At our factory we
only use materials which are absolutely
clean, free of chemicals or heavy metals.
That’s a matter of course for us not just for
the sake of the environment. The additional
benefit is that it allows us to sell our waste
– or ‘production surplus’ as I incidentally
prefer to call it”, says Decker in explanation
of the firm’s buying
and disposal policy.

Intelligent recycling:
It is the quality
of our products that makes our
them together with special processes and
turning them into floor coverings: for example into Tartan track, playground mats
or vibration damping for washing machines.
High-quality polyethylene waste is reduced
in size to produce valuable packaging
materials. Thanks to its outstanding
properties – clean surfaces, no escape of
toxic substances – polyethylene is an ideal
material when it comes to protecting easily
damaged goods. For example, works of art
or items of jewellery which do not require

‘

At our firm
recycling already
starts in the Buying
department.”

Michael Decker,
environment officer at
KÖPP’s Aachen site

Meeting up again:
What our waste is turned into.
KÖPP has sold over 600 tonnes a year to
waste disposal contractors since 2002. It
thus manages to recycle more or less all its
production waste. This involves shredding
punching scrap and edge strips of cellular
rubber and rubber workpieces, bonding

pre-cut outer packagings made of
polyethylene can be transported packed in
tiny pieces of PE.
TÜV-tested environmental management
system
Every year our environmental
management system is re-certified to
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waste recoverable
DIN EN ISO 9001:2008 by TÜV as all
materials are purchased, produced and
processed according to RoHS and REACH
guidelines. KÖPP is hoping to obtain ISO
14001 certification in 2014. The company
already satisfies all relevant guidelines of
this standard with its current recycling
management system.

25 years at KÖPP
Ute Beqiri celebrates
a jubilee
Warmest congratulations
Reception, the typing pool, Dispatch, Buying. If
there is anyone at KÖPP who knows what has
changed in all these departments over the last 25
years, then it’s Ute Beqiri. The typing pool as such
disappeared long ago, Reception has a shiny new
look to it since its extensive renovation, and technology has advanced in all areas. Something that
was often a burden to many of the office staff has
always been seen by Ute Beqiri as a challenge.
“I just went along with the changes”, she comments.
Ute Beqiri has been happy in every department of
the company. The most demanding task is undoubtedly the Buying department. But working on
Reception is the most enjoyable, she confesses
with a smile. This is where she started 25 years
ago and still sometimes helps out if staff are short.
At the front desk she comes into contact with
many people and enjoys offering her assistance.
Her experiences with others have always been
positive, bearing out her motto: You get back what
you give.
We wish Ute Beqiri all the best for the future, in
particular good health and continued enjoyment
at KÖPP, further pleasant encounters and congenial colleagues.

The main thing is to get rid of it – that’s
not enough for us. We control the entire
disposal process.
“As the manufacturer we bear the responsibility for our waste under German law –
and that doesn’t just stop at disposal.
Where we fail to ensure proper disposal –
including by service-providers – we as the
manufacturer should reckon with stiff fines
as well as far-reaching consequences. This
is why we perform regular checks on our
partners. Every six months I make a site
inspection and take a good look at what
happens to our production surplus. It’s
gratifying to see just how valuable our waste
can be. And when there’s also a financial
benefit by selling such waste instead of
having to pay good money to dispose of it,
we have got the most out of the whole process”, was Michael Decker's final comment.
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Obituary

Werner Köpp’s last appearance at the K trade fair in 2010

Following in his footsteps by striking out on new paths
In 1957 Werner Köpp joined the company
founded by father Wilhelm at the age of 21.
He had already gathered initial experience in
the rubber industry elsewhere, for example in
England. On joining the family firm, his job was
to develop new products and spot new business opportunities. Milestones in the firm’s
history include establishing and expanding
KÖPP filter technology, incorporating polyethylene foams in the product portfolio, not to
mention Werner Köpp’s far-sightedness in tapping into new markets with innovative FIP(F)G
technology.

For 51 years Werner helped to control the
fortunes of our firm. He ran the company for
25 years until bowing out of the operating
business in 2008. He felt closely linked to the
family firm until the very last day of his life. He
liked to be kept up to date and was always on
hand to offer good advice. His ideas and
actions were aimed at the well-being of the
company at all times. Something that has left
its mark on all of us.
Our senior partner passed away on 6 September 2012 at the age of 75 years. It is with
sadness and respect that we now honour his
memory: Werner Köpp will remain unforgotten.
Many thanks, Werner!
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